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Wednesday 23rd April.
Caught the 0500 National Express coach at Bournemouth for Stansted via Heathrow. Excellent service and connection, arrived Stansted 0830. Read “The Fifth Man” in the sun and wandered over to the RyanAir check in at 1030. 40 mins queuing and about the same at security – my very small Colgate toothpaste failed to pass muster, had to be bagged and the case re-processed! The departing 1255 flight arrived at 1250 and we were boarding at 1305, some turn around! Good flight arriving Zadar at 1430 (+1 hour), collected my VW Golf and skirting Zadar drove the 80km to Simuni stopping briefly for my last sandwich at Dinjiska just after the Pag bridge where last year Ian & I waylaid Rae and her party – for old times’ sake, romantic me! I collected a few essentials at the excellent supermarket in Pag. It is still the “off” season, nearly all the restaurants are closed and the town looked dead. Likewise at Simuni, it was a cold, grey and raining evening that greeted by arrival.  I eventually found my boarding ladder (!) unpacked and made up my bunk blowing kisses to Mars who had so kindly laundered all my bed linen last year and had sweet & sour chicken for supper. Turned in bushed at 2130.
Thursday 24th April.
A good nine hours sleep. Enjoyed Rae’s bacon with eggs for breakfast. Emails to Rae & Mars. I had help lifting the dinghy from over the companionway overboard and erected the spray hood so access is now easier. Engine OK but unable to start the generator – I suspect the starter motor which last year sometimes needed a few lusty taps with my rubber hammer. Sea cocks OK except I am unable to move the aft head to holding tank one and the AirCon inlet OK but unable to shift its filter top. There has been a couple of very strong “Bora’s” and PD has had the port side rubbing strake detached, not a major issue, but a boat on the opposite side of the marina lost all her sails. The marina staff had kindly washed PD down so she’s clean and I started to polish all the bright work and repaired a wheel on the boarding ladder. At 1900 I drove to Menre, a delightful up market village full of holiday homes and on to a favourite restaurant of mine, “The Garden” at Kolan. Established contact with Rae over FaceTime, good chat, but too late to show her the fertile landscape so unlike the stony barrenness of the rest of Pag island.
Friday 25th April.
More of the same. I retrieved the outboard from the starboard locker using a purchase from the “D” ring on my boom and then transferring the outboard to the davit purchase. Still heavy work, which left me quite breathless and I also have increasing difficulty in getting into and especially out of confined spaces. Ah! The ravages of time! The through hulls in the starboard locker though have now been checked and the rest of the day was spent continuing to polish bright work. Supper was an excellent chicken with mushroom sauce at “The Maestral” restaurant in Simuni marina.
Saturday 26th April.
I thought I’d have scrambled egg on toast for breakfast. Hello no toaster!! In fact no toaster and no electric kettle and no binoculars and no log book!!! I had asked Rae to send out a logbook, being surprised that the current one was not on the boat! There was no sign of a break in and only Reception & Elvis had keys, the latter so he could run up the engine and generator once monthly. The staff here are excellent so sadly I suspect the culprit was an opportunistic sailor. Anyway the loss has been reported, I’m saddened by the loss of the Steiner Navigator 7x50 with compass binoculars for they were a present from Rae and I’d had them fully reconditioned as new by Steiner last year. The staysail was rigged but on hoisting the luff was deficient and the boltrope became jammed so the sail was de-rigged and stowed for repair. The genoa was run up with out a problem and furled. I wrote an email to Colin, my next crew, who will source and bring out the replacement binoculars.
Sunday 27th April.
I finished polishing all the bright work and re-secured the bow light. A subsequent light check showed all lights to be working except the bow light! Emails to JoC, Kremik Servis, Hilary & Pantaenius and from Mars – Nick & Anka are expecting me Monday and I’m to expect an early Croatian supper. I spruced up for my weekly Sunday chat to Rae (& Alastair). Jono actually called so that was another lovely chat. Supper was an excellent Tesco beef with onion-mashed potato. Some of the microwavable meals from Tesco are very good.
Monday 28th April.
Barometer has dropped from 1029 to 1012 and the frontal system from the W is petering out. Am I cleaned brass (the clock, barometer and Jacquie’s ashtray), all windows and the spray hood. I tested the main and managed to get a riding turn on the furling line at the mast – care is needed to keep some tension on the line when setting sail. Thomas, from a nearby wooden yacht helped out, and all OK. I replaced the halogen bulb in the light over the nav desk and cleared my plotter of all routes and waypoints and set routes Simuni to U Sabusica (35M) & Sabusica to Kremik/Rodoznica (45M).  That done I showered and dressed for my visit to Marija’s parents in Povljana. We have the odd power cut here. At 1430 I drove to Lorenco, Pag and did a huge shop. At check out there was another power cut and everything came to a halt.  I waited and waited but after 20 minds gave up, left all my trolley there (they remain open until 2100) and continued on to Povljana. I had to do a box search to find the house again but then was made most welcome by Nick and Anka. They were both recovering from surgery but were in good spirits and I found that on a one to one basis communication in English was no problem. We had a delightful supper and then I showed them my video of last year’s Croatian visit, and some of Portoscuso the venue for the great event in June, and of the Easter visit of our family. I left around 1930 to collect all my shopping at Lorenco (the electricity had been down for 1 hour) and was able to unload and stow before dark. My Navtex is working – it needed to be set to date criteria and descending order- bad storms are present in the Tyrrhenian Sea, I’m now watching the weather closely. I will visit Povljana again early on Wednesday to collect my washing en route to deposit my car in Zadar in time to catch the 1400 return bus.
Tuesday 29th April.
I cleaned the aft head thoroughly and hoisted, drained and secured the dinghy on its davits. I had great help from Ivana in reception in contacting the Sixt car hire people who kindly saved me a trip to the airport by arranging to meet 1330 in the main bus station in Zadar. I drove to a huge multi store on the outskirts of Novalja where I was able to re-activate my Nokia local VIP SIM for 100kuna (15€) and phoned Alastair to obtain the caller’s number, which is +385 (0) 913033063. We also tested Whatsapp again but iPhone out here just simply loses WiFi too often. One is so used to instant communication at home, it’s just far more difficult on the move out here. I also bought a new Electrolux toaster (expensive here at 479kn) and a spare furling line 8mm x 30m, which was not. Making the most of my last day with the car I drove as far as the Northern tip of Pag to Lun. Back on board I marked out a new logbook and spent ages getting my printer to work in order to print out my insurance certificate from Pantaenius – I succeeded but the new colour cartridge is playing up.
Wednesday 30th April.
At long last I was forced to discard the many times repaired rucksack rescued from home. I am now using the rucksack so kindly given to me by Jonathan & Giuditta many moons ago – so another thank you. At 0915 I was enjoying a coffee with Nick & Anka and this time I remembered to take the chocolates from the ‘fridge. My clean washing filled the new rucksack. It’s a pleasant drive to Zadar through quite green scenery when compared with the starkness of Pag. I filled up with diesel at the station where Ian & I filled up PD and then found a parking slot near to the gate of the Old Town paying 11kn for 2 hours. Next a comfort stop at the first café where I learnt that Varteks, the gentlemen outfitters, were no longer in the centre of the Old Town but had moved to SuperNova a huge complex outside Zadar on the road to Rijeka. So there I go and visit Jeordies, Varteks, and Gallileo and back to Jeordies where I purchased my wedding suit. Now, I have at least 4 suits at home, admittedly dating from my employment days, and I had put one aside for Rae to bring out, but “She who must be obeyed” has declared my suits at home as unfit for purpose hence my sally around Zadar! It only remains for me to find a tailor to take up the trouser legs! I was at the bus station by 1300 purchased my ticket for my return to Simuni and had a snack opposite Konstan the supermarket and next to a vegetable store with blue canopies, easy to spot by Sixt. 1330 came and went, my Nokia with the local SIM had no network coverage, and at 1345 I was concerned and managed to make contact with my iPhone to learn that they were 5 mins away. I caught my bus – just, and shortly after 1500 was back in Simuni – well nearly because we all alighted at the Simuni holiday camp stop and it was a long walk back to the marina! Ivan, the helpful manager had completed his report about my theft and the police visited to record details for insurance purposes. There is a widespread low over Italy and the Adriatic. There have been gale F8 and severe gale F9 winds around Messina and the weather pattern tends to move eastwards. It looks as though I have a two-day weather window and must leave tomorrow, anchor as planned at Sabusica and then go straight to Kremik before bad weather arrives over the weekend. (I had originally planned to anchor in Rodoznica and arrive Kremik, Sunday pm). I was unable to contact Kremik marina by phone (strange, the call kept diverting) but sent them an email. I’m ready.
Thursday May 1st.
Final checks. The Racor filter was somewhat cloudy but accepted. Farewell Simuni at 1015. As usual I had forgotten to clean the wheel of the knot meter so that was an early task once clear of the entrance. It was a fine day, wind NW 6-14 knots, seas 1-2 almost calm. At 2200 revs my speed was only recording 4 knots and barely 4.6 at 2300 with some prop vibration. At 1130 I set full main and genoa and motor sailed making 5.2 knots but with a SOG (speed over the ground) of 6.9. I suspect it’s a combination of a dirty bottom and prop and the knot meter under reading. It was a lovely easy passage in balmy conditions. There were large fish nurseries along the coast of Otok Ugija. As I approached my anchorage the sky became leaden and it started to rain, good timing.  I was dug in in 5.3m at 1545 it had only taken 5½ hours to cover the 33M. It was a beautiful setting for my afternoon tea and cake; the peace only disturbed by a young motorboat crowd some 200m away with continuous music.  They left later the weather cleared and supper was chicken pieces with an onion white sauce (Rae please note), mash, carrots & peas. A lovely anchorage.
Friday May 2nd.
Up 0700. Unable to use my new toaster, the Victron inverter cut out “low battery”. I was fully charged last night and now the house bank only records 11.3V. It looks as though my batteries are not holding their charge? At 0815 I weighed anchor (noting that the chain was catching in the hawse pipe) and soon we were motor sailing in the ESE F4 i.e. bang on the nose.  It was sunny but cold I was in my fleece and oilskin top. By 1107 I had cleared the Strednj Kanal and was into the open Mutersko More and could not resist sailing but after a magnificent two hours tacking with full main and genoa I was only 5M down track so at 1305 I resumed motor sailing on track making 5.15 knots SOG 6.6.  Once clear of the Zirjanski Kanal I was into the open sea and it became very bouncy in the SE F4/5 bang on the nose again and the speed dropped to sometimes barely 2 knots, SOG 4 knots, until the seas eased as I approached the lee of Kremik. At Kremik I berthed PST on J18, at 1830 after 10 hours at sea, a service berth. Though I say it myself it had been a perfect passage.  I know why I love sailing and surgery. In both careful preparation is absolutely essential and once embarked on a “trip” one must see it through to its conclusion and the unique fulfilment and satisfaction of “perfection”, a job particularly well done is wonderful. The decisions made on today’s passage were “spot on”. I reported to reception (annoyingly Kremik marina still does not have WiFi available on the pontoons it’s only available from Restaurant Kremik near to reception and not from hotspot Kremik!), washed down while closed up and then enjoyed my prepared (repeat) supper at 2045. I felt bushed again and turned in at 2215. Correction, 2315, because I went to the heads and then walked round the marina. Sunsail here is no more, the shore side facility being taken over by Verity Sailing but it all looked very dead and their pontoons had a lot of empty berths. There are some 9 Sunsail yachts on the hard. I’m glad I’m not in the main marina for there was inconsiderate loud blaring music from a Jeaneau 53 with at least 8 revellers dancing in the cockpit. At last to bed, it’s raining again.
Saturday 3rd May.
At Kremik Servis 0900 I announced my arrival. The main problem may be the varnishing and the weather. I collected some excellent bread from the marina store, removed the Jonbuoy MOB module for service and almost emptied the fresh water tank. PM Sam the Service manager called with his carpenter and work will start Monday on my berth. It was a cold, wet, windy and miserable day. I actually used my AirCon on reverse cycle to generate some heat. I finished reading “The Fifth Man” by Roland Perry – thoroughly enjoyable.
Sunday 4th May.
I completed the water exchange and switched to pump 1 (I have two water pumps in parallel). At times it was blowing F6 in this sheltered marina. Split radio at 0500 UTC today forecasted locally gusts of 35 to 60 knots (that’s gale F8 to storm F10) outside. I was fortunate indeed to have that two-day weather window to make Kremik! I spent the day writing up this log and reading and tried unsuccessfully to speak with Rae & Alastair on Facetime twice taking supper at the restaurant to enable me to use the WiFi there. Back on board the temp was 13°, cold, even in my fleece and anorak. I ran the AirCon heater again and got the temperature up to a more acceptable 17° before that cut out. 


 

